Turkey - Attempted coup d'état
Chronology of events, reporting and activities

15 Jul
- Reports and e-mail alerts sent to clients
- Security providers placed on retainers

16 Jul
- Turkish PM announces attempted coup
- Clashes at IST airport, flights suspended
- Erdogan calls on supporters to take to the streets to oppose the coup attempt
- Initial announcements by the government that coup has been neutralised
- Turkish airspace and land borders closed
- Incident Management Team deployed

17 Jul
- Troops on Istanbul's Bosphorus Bridge and Taksim Square surrender
- Istanbul's Ataturk and Sabiha Gokcen airports resume operations
- Mass security operations begin to arrest military officers linked to coup

18 Jul
- Local sources confirmed situation in Istanbul normalising, with bridges opening to traffic
- Arrest of suspected coup members at Sabiha Gokcen airport
- Regional Crisis Management Team stood down

Legend
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- Update

Internal escalation
Regional Crisis Management Team activation